WESTACH INSTRUMENTS

**AMMETERS (SQUARE)**
Westach Ammeter, amp -30-0-+30A adc, 2 1/4” square, 50 mv f/s. Model with or without shunt.
- With Shunt: P/N 10-01267 ......... $145.75
- Without Shunt: P/N 10-04116 ....... $96.75
- Shunt #237-30: P/N 10-01298 ......... $8.50ea

**WESTACH AMMETER 2A6-15 (SQUARE)**
Westach Ammeter, amp -60-0-60 adc, 2 1/4” square, 50 mv f/s.
- With Shunt: P/N 10-01277 ......... $145.75
- Without Shunt: P/N 10-04114 ....... $86.75

**WESTACH AMMETER 2C6-22 (ROUND)**
Westach Ammeter, amp -30-0-30 adc, 2” round, 50 mv f/s. Note: Gauge does not include shunt. Range: -60-0-60 adc Size: 2” Round. Shunt: Model 237-30
- Ammeter 2C6-22: P/N 10-04108 .......... $76.85
- Shunt #237-30: P/N 10-01306 ........... $57.75

**WESTACH AMMETER 2C6-15 (ROUND)**
Westach Ammeter, amp -60-0-60 adc, 2” round, 50 mv f/s. Note: Gauge does not include shunt. Range: -60-0-60 adc Size: 2” Round. Shunt (Not Included): Model 237-60
- Ammeter 2C6-15: P/N 10-04104 .......... $76.85
- Shunt #237-60: P/N 10-01302 ........... $57.75

**HOURMETER**
Power Range, 5V-40V, Record running time of engine.
- P/N 2A10-2: ............ $151.75
  No sender required.

**VOLTMETERS**
Check generator & alternator charging
- 6-16 VDC: P/N 2A5: ........... $96.75
- 0-35 VDC: P/N 2A5-2: ........... $88.75
  No sender required.

**WESTACH 2C4-GAUGE**
Boost 0-30 psi, 2-Inch round, with 220-9, 203-17, 203-21
- P/N 10-04155: .................. $75.50

**SELECTOR SWITCHES**
These switches are used with the Westach CHT, EGT, or CHT/EGT gauges to allow multiple cylinder engine analyzing. Switches included with Engine Analyzer kits & Add-On kits on following pages, or can order separately below. Non-TSO’d.
- Single CHT: 10-00419 ................. $39.95
- Single EGT: 10-01268 ................. $85.85
- Thermocouple for CHT (14MM): 10-01227 ....... $39.95
- Probe for EGT: P/N 10-01225 ........ $59.95

**WESTACH INSTRUMENT LIGHTING**
An internal lighting fixture may be added to all 2” & 3” instruments. Comes with clear bulb and red & green boots.
- P/N 10-01229: ............... $8.50ea

**WESTACH BULLET CONNECTORS**
Bullets are used to connect sockets and sleeves together on the back of Westach instruments.
- P/N 10-02795: .............. $0.42

**WESTACH TACHOMETERS FOR DUAL IGNITION**

**DUAL TACH**
- Cylinder Head Temp. Range: 100-700°F. Use 48” Type J thermocouples. Input: 9.81 mv @ 400F, Weight: 2.7 oz. P/N 10-01791 ........ $154.00

**BULLET SHELL MOUNTING CASE**
For 2” ROUND WESTACH GAUGES
Molded plastic housing clamps to ultralite tubing or motorcycle handle bar. Swivels 360° at any angle. Furnished with chrome plated installation hardware.
- P/N 10-01290: ............... $23.50

**WESTACH TA CHOMETERS**

**2C8 DUAL CHT**
- Single CHT: P/N 10-00419 ................. $85.85
- Single EGT: 10-01268 ................. $82.50
- Thermocouple for CHT (14MM): P/N 10-01227 ....... $39.95
- Probe for EGT: P/N 10-01225 ........ $55.95

**WESTACH EXTENSION LEADS**
Complete extension leads, with connector terminals, for extending CHT or EGT leads up to 10 ft. without affecting accuracy. Longer lengths give low reading, requiring recalibration of instrument.
- 18” Lead... P/N 10-17900.. . $10.50
- 6 Ft Lead... P/N 10-18100.. . $13.60
- 8 Ft Lead... P/N 10-18200... $14.50
- 10 Ft Lead.. P/N 10-18300.. ...$15.50

**WESTACH GAUGE WIRE EXTENSION LEADS**
10’ and 5’, 4 wire and 2 wire “Extension Leads” ideal for quick and easy extending CHT, EGT or Tach leads with simple slide together female ends. Female connectors on both ends mate with male posts on gauge backs and sender ends. Extensions will not effect gauge readings.
- 10 Foot 4 Wire: P/N 15-02341 ............ $25.50
- 5 Foot 4 Wire: P/N 15-06258 ............... $18.50
- 5 Foot 2 Wire: P/N 15-06259 ............... $18.50

**WESTACH INSTRUMENTS FOR ULTRALIGHTS**

**SINGLE TACH**
(Tachometer requires no sender.)

**DUAL TACH**
- (All CHT’s are 0-600° F)

**WESTACH SENDER**
720-14RB
Proximity sensor, Hall effect sender for Bendix mag. 9/16 - 24 thd. 5-12 VDC.
- Weight: 7 ounces P/N 10-00863 ......... $179.95

**WESTACH INSTRUMENTS FOR ULTRALIGHTS**

**BULLET SHELL MOUNTING CASE**
For 2” ROUND WESTACH GAUGES
Molded plastic housing clamps to ultralite tubing or motorcycle handle bar. Swivels 360° at any angle. Furnished with chrome plated installation hardware.
- P/N 10-01290: ............... $23.50

**WESTACH 2C4-7 GAUGE**
- Model RPM Powered By Part No. Price
- 2C8A-2/6 0-8000 CDI 10-01302 $147.75
- 2DC9-8A-2/6 0-8000 CDI 10-02911 $221.95

**WESTACH EXTENSION LEADS**
- 10’ and 5’, 4 wire and 2 wire “Extension Leads” ideal for quick and easy extending CHT, EGT or Tach leads with simple slide together female ends. Female connectors on both ends mate with male posts on gauge backs and sender ends. Extensions will not effect gauge readings.
- 10 Foot 4 Wire: P/N 15-02341 ............ $25.50
- 5 Foot 4 Wire: P/N 15-06258 ............... $18.50
- 5 Foot 2 Wire: P/N 15-06259 ............... $18.50

**WESTACH GAUGE WIRE EXTENSION LEADS**
10’ and 5’, 4 wire and 2 wire “Extension Leads” ideal for quick and easy extending CHT, EGT or Tach leads with simple slide together female ends. Female connectors on both ends mate with male posts on gauge backs and sender ends. Extensions will not effect gauge readings.
- 10 Foot 4 Wire: P/N 15-02341 ............ $25.50
- 5 Foot 4 Wire: P/N 15-06258 ............... $18.50
- 5 Foot 2 Wire: P/N 15-06259 ............... $18.50

**WESTACH INSTRUMENTS FOR ULTRALIGHTS**

**SINGLE TACH**
(Tachometer requires no sender.)

**DUAL TACH**
- (All CHT’s are 0-600° F)